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Alfred is proud to announce that the Led Zeppelin Mothership folios have landed! A vast
improvement over the “old-style” of songbook previously published, Alfred’s Led Zeppelin:
Mothership folios feature all-new transcriptions and engravings of the songs in their original
keys and with all the intricacies played by Led Zeppelin. Now musicians everywhere can play
these legendary songs for the first time exactly as they are heard on the album.
Arguably the most influential and innovative rock band ever, Led Zeppelin has sold over 200
million records worldwide. Forty years since they formed, they continue to inspire successive
generations with their passionate, groundbreaking, genre-transcendent, mystical, Celtic, heavy
and blues-infused rock ‘n roll. Mothership is the culmination of their best works, featuring 24
unforgettable songs ranging from the opening track, “Good Times Bad Times” on their debut
album, to the notorious “Stairway to Heaven.” This unprecedented, career spanning collection
was hand selected by Page, Plant and Jones to best represent the entire body of work of Led
Zeppelin, and it is now available for the first-time ever in accurate and precise versions for
Authentic Guitar TAB and Piano/Vocal/Chords. Alfred is also a distributor of WEA’s Mothership
DVD and CD collector’s set to the music products retail trade.
The Authentic Guitar TAB version of Led Zeppelin: Mothership features an expansive
compilation including 300-pages of note-for-note guitar TAB. These all new transcriptions are
based on years of compiled documentation, videos, and interviews. This collection is a
must-have for all fans of Led Zeppelin and the immortal guitar work of the renowned Jimmy
Page. Led Zeppelin: Mothership, Authentic Guitar TAB, item number 00-30373, is now available
for $34.95.
Led Zeppelin: Mothership, Piano/Vocal/Chords, offers the finest Led Zeppelin Piano/Vocal
songbook ever published! In preparing this massive 200-page sheet music collection, Alfred
Publishing took great care to revisit each recording to transcribe all-new, highly accurate
arrangements – making this a must-own collection for every fan. All-new piano/vocal
arrangements faithfully render the studio recordings in their original keys, including essential
keyboard parts, solos, and orchestrations, and accurate keyboard renditions of the guitar and
bass parts. Led Zeppelin: Mothership, Piano/Vocal/Chords, item number 00-30381, is now
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available for $24.95.
Led Zeppelin: Mothership, Personality DVD, is the first-ever comprehensive 1 DVD & 2 CD
Led Zeppelin compilation including a concert event reuniting Jimmy Page, Robert Plant, and
John Paul Jones. Containing Mothership’s 24 monolithic tracks, which were produce by Jimmy
Page and painstakingly re-mastered by the band, this limited-edition deluxe version also
includes a DVD with the Premiere Version of the Led Zeppelin DVD, as shown in theaters. The
DVD also features new liner notes by David Fricke and exclusive cover art designed by noted
Los Angeles artist Shepard Fairey. Led Zeppelin: Mothership, Personality DVD, item number
17-WEA313212, is now available for $24.95.
Led Zeppelin: Mothership Titles: Good Times Bad Times × Communication Breakdown ×
Dazed and Confused × Babe I'm Gonna Leave You × Whole Lotta Love × Ramble On ×
Heartbreaker × Immigrant Song × Since I've Been Loving You × Rock and Roll × Black Dog ×
When the Levee Breaks × Stairway to Heaven × The Song Remains the Same × Over the Hills
and Far Away × D'yer Mak'er × No Quarter × Trampled Under Foot × Houses of the Holy ×
Kashmir × Nobody's Fault but Mine × Achilles Last Stand × In the Evening × All My Love.
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